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Abstract
The foraging ability of virtual creatures is compared for different models of vision.
We divide the task of foraging into two problems: moving towards a target, and
determining how to move this target to best collect food. A hyperparameter
optimization is performed with the genetic algorithm as the optimizer. The motion
of the associated eyes is discussed which provides interesting insight. Finally,
the creatures are tested on novel distribution of data to identify overfitting to the
training distribution, and to determine the generalization ability of different vision
and control systems.

1

Overview

The long-term goal of this study is to evolve virtual creatures that are capable of performing arbitrary
“tasks” in a simulated 3D environment. A natural starting place is with foraging in which creatures
seek out and collect food in their environment. In this work, two tasks will be achieved: The ability to
move towards a target, and the harnessing of this ability to effectively collect food. These are related
to the exploration problem in robot navigation, sequential decision-making, and NP-hard problems
like the traveling salesmen problem [1, 2].
Virtual creatures in this context are typically constructed according to a morphology and associated
control systems [3, 4]. The set of components that make up a creature are encoded in a genetic code
that represent its genotype, when these are realized as (virtual) physical objects they represent its
phenotype. This represents a continuous hyperspace which can be searched for optimal solutions.
This optimization is well-suited to reinforcement learning strategies such as the Genetic Algorithm.
The prominent work done in Sims [3] studies the morphologies and control systems for various forms
of locomotion through their co-evolution. We will be fixing the morphology of the creatures since
our focus is on the impact of the control system on these two problems.
The problem of moving towards a target is relatively straightforward to obtain a good performance.
Due to the increased complexity of collecting food this problem will require more work. We will
compare and contrast two methods of visual processing using a feedforward neural network (FFNN),
and a recurrent network (RNN) on food collection performance.1 In a real-world system the use of
convolutional neural networks, and autoencoders would typically be required along with solving
object recognition [1, 2]. Thankfully in this virtual system, the output of this visual processing (i.e.
objects) can be used as the initial input without those complexities.
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Due to implementation details, the networks do not have biases. Although this may affect the motion,
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Methods

Performance cannot be evaluated by solely the objective, e.g. minimize distance to target, since there
are additional components to the problem. We will call the evaluable entity a Scenario, S which
consists of: A Creature C, an objective function O, and an Environment E. According to these,
our optimization problems can be described as:
C best ← argmax O subject to E

(1)

C

Creatures can be constructed from various physical components each having their own properties.
The control system processes sensory input and produces effector output. These outputs can apply
forces to the components of the creatures. Anthropomorphically these systems can be regarded as a
nervous system or “brain” and are often implemented by neural networks [1, 3, 5]. The optimization
algorithm used will be genetic algorithms. These require each component to be encoded as a gene, g
[3, 5, 6]. At each iteration, a scenario is evaluated by first constructing a creature from its genome, G,
simulating it in an environment and measuring the objective [7]. This gives us the representation:

C ← G = {g}
S← O
(2)

E
The optimization in genetic algorithms occurs through the application of genetic operators that act
on a population of genomes [7]. These operators come in two classes: selection and mutation. In
selection, the genomes in the population are ranked according to their performance and some selection
function populates the next iteration [7]. Truncation selection with 50% proportion is used despite
being less sophisticated than other selection functions since it suffices for this optimization and is
simple. Mutations can be subdivided into standard alterations, cross-over, and grafting, among others
[3, 5, 7]. Only alternation will be used for the same reasons as truncation selection. The chosen pair
of operators are iteratively applied until some end condition is met, generally “until satisfied” or until
convergence [7]. Due to limited computer power, the genetic algorithm hyperparameters will remain
fixed according to heuristic and empirical success.2
For our purposes, a creature consists of a single rigid body controlled by its brain. Conceptually,
the creatures discussed here can be thought of as a toy car, which are visualized in Fig. 2. The
creature is given the ability to influence its net instantaneous acceleration, anet (t) in the two directions
orthogonal to its instantaneous velocity, v(t), according to the output, O(t; ...) of its brain,

O1 (t; ...)v̂(t)
aO =
(3)
O2 (t; ...)v̂(t) × N (t),
where N (t) is the current surface normal, which on flat ground is ẑ. The net acceleration includes
the above as well as forces like gravity, surface collisions, and friction. Then the position, P (t) of
the creature at any given time is given by integration.
2.1

Target Objective

In this task, the creature is rewarded for bringing its center of mass towards the current, single, target
coordinate, τ until, ||P (t) − τ ||2 ≤ ε, where within a distance of ε, a new coordinate is given as
the next target. This defines a list of targets: τ 1 , τ 2 , ..., for which we can define t1 , t2 , ..., as the
respective times that the creature reaches the target. The maximum number of targets obtained in a
given time frame T is,
∞
X
M=
1[P (ti ) − τ i ≤ ε]θ(T − ti ),
(4)
i=1

where 1[...] is the indicator function, and θ is the Heaviside step function. Optimizing discontinuous
functions introduces several difficulties. Instead we construct a smooth surrogate reward function3 .
The creature should be rewarded for incremental improvements in the direction of the target. This
objective can be constructed as follows:
2
3

Computations are multi-threaded and carried out on mobile Quad-Core Intel CPU @ 2.60GHz.
A cruder version of this was used since evaluations were performed before the formalization.
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1. For each target i = 1, 2, ... :
(a) For each of the time steps t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ] ∀i | t ≤ T
i. Reward for motion towards the target...
ii. ... in the direction of the target.
We make use of the notation ∆Xab = X(b) − X(a). With this, our objective can be expressed as,
For every food

Oτ =

Motion
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(9)

In the first line, the motion term is normalized so that reaching the target adds one to the objective. In
the third line, the telescopic sum is identified. In the fifth line, the first term is identified as M since
the ∆P factor is equal to ∆τ within ε, reducing the addend to 1 and subsequently the sum becomes
M due to the θ constraint. Finally, p is used to denote the fractional distance along the (unobtained)
final target. This objective satisfies Oτ (ti ) = M (ti )∀i. Now, our optimization problem is,
B best ← argmax M + p

(10)

C

subject to: t ≤ T, E

(11)

where M and p implicitly depend on C, E, and t. Since the only free creature parameters are those
associated with the brain, and so we denote the solution B best . Note that this also implicitly rewards
efficiency and speed since the time is limited. For sufficiently large T , the behavior should be
representative of the long-term/steady-state behavior.
2.2

Food Objective

This optimization problem is very similar to the above, except that it generalizes to multiple simultaneous targets. These “targets” will be referred to as food to avoid confusion with the previous section,
and during training they are uniformly distributed across the terrain.
Additionally, the creature will make use of what it has learned in the previous problem. Now instead
of learning to directly control its acceleration, it will instead learn where to place its own target
according to the location of each piece of food, denoted Γ. Then the previous solution, B1best will map
the now creature-controlled target to an acceleration, while the new brain, B2 will control the target:

B1 : a = B1best (τ )
C←
(12)
B2 : τ = B2 (Γ1 , Γ2 , ..., )
or
C ← B2 : a = B1best (B2 (Γ1 , Γ2 , ..., )).

(13)

This hierarchical structure is inspired by Lessin et al. [6] in which they introduce a methodology for
increasing behavior complexity in evolved virtual creatures by encapsulating and combining solved
problems. This also acts to build a hierarchy associated with deep learning and additionally mimics
the biological lobes of the brain, [1, 2]. In contrast to Tai et al. [1] our output space is continuous
3

Figure 1: A comparison of two different eye models and how they perceive sensory information.
The left segmented eye has a fixed number of segments with equal-angle spacings. In each segment,
the distance to the closest food is reported. On the right, the recurrent eye has a variable number of
inputs, each reporting a (angle, distance) pair. Both eyes have a fixed sight distance.
and does not make use of discrete commands, e.g. left, right, forward-right, etc. Although we let
B2 output a relative change in τ , ∆τ since preliminary investigations suggested it performs better
than absolute co-ordinates. Multiple ∆τ vectors means that the fractional distance p from before
is ill-defined. This results in the so-called bootstrap problem in defining an objective, however it
appears objectives which resolve this are not much more beneficially and Eq. (4) should suffice [5].
Furthermore, there is a stochastic element to the evaluations since food is randomly generated. Lessin
et al. [6] suggests averaging along with other more complex measures for similarly more complex
tasks. However, for these simple tasks a point estimate works well and reduces computational cost.
2.3

Vision

The method of optimization, and objectives has been discussed. We can now focus on the architecture
of the creatures. The two primary components of interest are: 1) the eyes that feed sensory information into the 2) brain. This problem is well-suited to two types of neural networks: feed-forward,
and recurrent. The former imposes some constraints, while the latter is more complex.
Since there are different input requirements for each network, this introduces two associated eyes.
Both eyes are given the same fixed sight distance, s. The FFNN requires a fixed number of inputs
and naturally corresponds to a segmented eye depicted in Fig. 1. We use a single-layer FFNN. At
each instance in time, the creature will always get n inputs, where n is the number of segments. Each
segment provides the distance to the closest food. If there are multiple foods, only the closest is
reported and the others are ignored. The reported distances are di = min(1, ||τ i · S − P (t)||/s) ∈
[0, 1], where τ i · S is the closest food in segment i projected onto the direction of the segment, S.
The network mapping is then,
n

fsegmented : {di }i=1 → ∆τ

(14)

By contrast, RNNs typically makes use of a variable number of inputs, with each input being an
(angle, distance) pair for each food within sight, similar to [5]. This is also depicted in Fig. 1. Other
work like Lessin et al. [6] use additional information like intensity. The output of the recurrent layer
is feed into a single feedforward-layer. For both eyes, the tanh activation function is used, and the
output of the network, ∆τ is given as a change in angle and distance pair, (∆dτ , ∆θτ ). Due to the
more complex relationship between inputs, its possible that the RNN may be overwhelmed by if it
views all available data. A limiter variable, l is used to limit the number of inputs that the creature
can use. So its mapping is given by,
min(l,F )

frecurrent : {(di , θi )}i=1

→ ∆τ ,

(15)

where F is the current number of visible food, and here, S = (1, 1, 1) and θi ∈ [−1, 1] where θi = 0
means straight ahead and ±1 are right/left respectively.
In both cases, a hyperparameter optimization for the creatures will be performed, with the genetic
algorithm hyperparameters being fixed heuristically. The number of segments, and hidden layer sizes
4

Figure 2: The first panel shows a close-up of the segmented-eye creature, while the other panels
demonstrate its motion over time (left to right, top to bottom). The white orbs denote food, with the
circled one being the one the creature eventually collects. The green orb (also circled) is the location
of the creature-controlled target. The thin gray lines denote the segment boundaries. The thicker
gray-scale lines point towards the closest food in each segment (these are the ones reported to the
brain). The thick white line above the creature is its current velocity vector. The thick orange line
is the segment boundary closest to the to-be-collected food. Finally, the red trail is the path of the
creature. At each instant, if the segment boundary is to the right of the food (orange arrow), the target
is rotated to the right (green arrow), and visa versa such the arrows point in the same direction. In
the last panel this doesn’t hold since the creature is essentially touching the food. In this way, the
creature zig-zags towards the desired food. Video is available at https://youtu.be/vhcc3INZRaE
for better visualization.

will be optimized for the segmented eye. For the recurrent eye, the optimization will be over the
hidden layer size, and limiter parameter.

3

Results

Due to the simple nature of the Target Object problem discussed in Section 2.1, the neural network
architecture was chosen empirically since even large variations in network size or number of layers
for the feed forward network solution all have similar performance. The Food Objective problem
is however more involved as it contains additional hyperparameters. The top performers in the
population may have misleading performance since they may happen upon food by chance. So, both
the top and average performance of the population are used. Regardless of the hyperparameters,
performance improved to a maximum of 40 generations.
Focusing on the segmented eye, we turn to Fig. 2 to understand its motion. The emergent behavior
is roughly to align the closest food with a border between two segments. The identification of the
food in segment 1 causes a rotation until the food is viewed in segment 2 which causes the creature
to rotate back. This cycle results in alignment in the direction of the food. The use of the border
becomes less surprising when considering that within a segment the creature cannot resolve the
location of food. The hidden layer hyperparameter had a negligible effect as shown in Figure. 3. This
implies that the tested range was too narrow. However, the number of segments had a significant
impact. Most notably there is a parity effect, where odd segmentations tend to perform much worse
than adjacent even segmentations, up to about n = 9 where the odd and even results converge. The
performance consistently decreases as the number of even-numbered segments increases. While for
odd segmentations, small values have much lower performance, and until about ∼8 segments after
which performance decreases again steadily.
Similar to the segmented eye, the number of hidden units had little impact, somewhat favoring smaller
networks in this case. By contrast, increasing the number of inputs to the brain had significant
negative impacts. The most likely explanation is that with a single input, moving towards a target
is achieved by simply minimizing its input: (d, θ) = (0, 0), and as more inputs are provided the
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Figure 3: Performance for different hyperparameters at different stages during the evolution for the
segmented eye. Both the top performance (dashed lines), and average performance (solid lines) of the
population are shown. This range of network sizes all perform very similarly. Even segmentations
are best with fewer segments, while odd segmentations peak at about n = 8. In the final panel, the
lower bound from Eq. (18) is calculated for the odd segmentations based on the NN16 even data.
Error bars are only shown for the 16-hidden-unit network (NN16) to reduce clutter.
minimization becomes significantly more complex. Associated with this, the motion of the varies
significantly based on the limiter parameter as shown in Fig. 6 (discussed in more detail later).

4

Discussion

The inability for the segmented-eye brain to obtain time-dependent information restricts the options
for successful behavior. As described in Fig. 2, the emergent behavior is to use the boundary between
segments to determine how to move towards the food. However, it cannot know that it was previously
on the left, and so it should shift to the right since that would require time-dependent information.
Instead each segment must be assigned either a clockwise or counter-clockwise rotation, as shown
in Fig. 5. For odd segmentations, some segments cannot always align the food with a stable border
(which would attempt rotate back). Referencing Fig. 5, we can calculate the average worse-case angle
that the creature must rotate until it has aligned with the desired food. For the even segmentations, in
each segment, the angle is uniformly distributed between 2π/n and 0 and so,


1 2π
π
hθieven =
+0 = .
(16)
2 n
n
For odd segmentations, there are n − 2 segments with the same average angles as above, and 2
segments over which the average is 2π/n and so,




1
π
2π
π
2
hθiodd =
(n − 2) + 2
=
1+
(17)
n
n
n
n
n
Now we can compare the performance of an odd number, n, to the next even number,
hθin+1
π/(n + 1)
n2

=
=
,
2
hθin
(n + 1)(n + 2)
π 1 + n /n

(18)

where assuming the same angular velocity, this is also the ratio of alignment times. This is an
approximate lower-bound on the performance penalty from this effect for three reasons: the creature
may compensate for this, travel time is not accounted for, and multiple food are available.
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Figure 4: The performance for various network sizes for recurrent eye creatures for different limiter
values at different generations. Both the top performance (dashed lines), and average performance
(solid lines) of the population are shown. The general trend is that increasing the limiter linearly
drops the performance until about L = 6 after which the performance is constant. Only the errors of
the 16-hidden-unit creatures are shown to reduce clutter.

Figure 5: The segmented-eye brain assigns clockwise or anti-clockwise rotations to each segment.
Even-segmentations can always rotate to a stable point within 1 segment. For odd-segmentations,
even the best assignment may require a rotation through 2 segments.

The performance measures mentioned so far are analogous to training datasets in that they optimize a
subset of the data generating distribution and are susceptible to over-fitting. Alternate distributions
of food can be used as a sort-of test dataset, allowing us to determine the ability to generalize their
foraging behavior based on their environment. Fig. 6 evaluates top performing creatures against
different distributions. The over-fitting of the segmented eye is very evident since in uniform
distributions its motion collapses to a small endless circling. However, training on this distribution
provided successful motion, demonstrating that the ineffective motion is due to over-fitting and not
a limitation of construction. Furthermore, it shows that the relatively minor performance impact
shown in Fig. 4 has a drastic effect on the developed motion for the recurrent eye, with an inability to
systematically or effectively collect food with larger limiter values.

5

Conclusion

The genetic algorithm was used as the reinforcement-learning optimizer for a simple vision problem
related to virtual creatures foraging for food. The creatures used two brains to: 1) processes visual
7
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Figure 6: Foraging paths (red lines) obtained by top performing creatures, for different distributions
of food (black circles). From left to right column, the paths are a pair of concentric circles, an
equally-spaced square grid, and a Fermat spiral. From top to bottom rows are: a recurrent eye
creature limited to 1 input, limited to 6 inputs, and a segmented eye (with an associated FFNN) with
4 segments. RNN1 is the most efficient creature capable of adapting to each distribution effectively.
Increasing the complexity to a limit of 6 inputs has a significant disruptive effect on performance,
while still technically being able to perform most tasks. The FFNN is actually quite effective so long
as the distribution is non-uniform, otherwise the balance renders its optimal path strategy useless.
information to determine the optimal direction to move in, and 2) convert this target direction to an
acceleration. Two types of eyes were compared: the segmented eye and the recurrent eye. After a
hyperparameter optimization, the best training performance from both eyes were similar. However,
a test on novel distributions of food revealed strong over-fitting especially from the segmented eye.
The former has a performance that was heavily affected by the parity of the number of segments
used in the eye, the effect of which was approximated analytically. It generally performed best
with a small even number of segments and due to the constraints of the eye, novel and unexpected
mechanisms arose. The eye that was best able to generalize was the RNN with a limiter of 1. It
resulted in straightforward motion capable of consistently collecting food efficiently. Larger limiter
values overwhelmed the creature and resulted in poor performance and chaotic behavior.
5.1

Future Work

In this early phase, there are a multitude of interesting additional considerations to explore. A food
count input and/or angle could be added to the segmented eye. Better performance metrics could be
developed to reduce the impact of chance. Alternate path finding methods with analytic or known
solutions could be compared. Additionally, we didn’t evaluate a baseline performance from for
example, random motion. What if B2 was connected directly to the acceleration? What if B1 and B2
were evolved together or like Lessin et al. [6] suggests, after an optimal solution is reached allow
them to evolve further together. Bad food which provides a penalty could be added with a color input.
Dynamic targets could in added. The explanation in Fig. 5 may not be the full picture since the frame
is aligned with the velocity of the creature.
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